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SPANNERS

SMART-MONITORING SYSTEM

At Spanners International, we listen to and meet our clients’ needs. 
Employing an OPC-protocol and our proprietary software DU-Trak, 

our Spanners Smart-monitoring System (SSS) successfully and swiftly 
collects, controls and communicates vital data to our clients and their end-users. 

Our rigorous in-house development has resulted in an intuitive solution that is:

SMART
Real-time monitoring 
is enabled on a user-

friendly interface, 
displaying only the 

pertinent information 
you need.

SECURE
Beside being 

password-enabled, 
the SSS 

accommodates 
different levels of 

user access. 

SAVINGS
In terms of 

maintenance costs, time 
& manpower, 

the SSS brings about 
significant savings with 

an economical price. 

SPECIALIZED
The SSS is 

customizable 
according to your 
usage and specific 

requirements.
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Historical Data Retrieval 
Widely-requested requirement by utility boards
Able to retrieve LV Board information down to the hour 

Intuitive System Design
Ease of navigation across different modules & settings
Automatically closes off monitoring panes when left idle –

thereby conserving data load on server 
Settings are switchable, 

depending on usage patterns & preferences

Real-time Data Monitoring
Remote and real-time collection of data 
Customize limits of tolerance and set alarms 

when tolerance levels are breached 

Installation Records Maintained
Inputting of LV Board installation data, 

limited to Operator via login security 
Comprehensive information fields 
Linked to virtual maps for visual and precise location

Production Data Maintained
Highly secure setting, 

enabled only by System’s Factory Admin
Solely for inputting production data of each LV Board

Alarm-enabled Instantaneously
Alarm notifications sent instantaneously via email & SMS 
to all involved servers and personnel

Print-screens of SSS Client interface
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